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Get rid of smoking with electronic cigarettes. If you have been trying to quit smoking and are having
a hard time coping with this, trying out electronic cigarettes is the best option as it can really help to
control ones habit of smoking.

If we talk about e â€“cig, the cartomizer comes under it.  A cartomizer is a combination of cartridge and
disposable atomizer that contains the large amount of e-juice. The variety of electronic cigarette that
uses a cartomizer is referred to as â€œcartomizer modes â€œThe cartomizer provides an easy user
experience, as no refilling is required, also making it easier to use with only 2 parts. Most cartomizer
models provide a higher battery capacity. We can simply fill the cartomizer with our e-liquid, push on
the white hard plastic cap, and rotate the now filled cartomizer onto the battery.

When filling the cartomizer, do not place e-liquid down the center hole. The e-liquid should soak the
center hole. The cartomizer will hold approximately 15 drops. Fill the cartomizer until the wick is
saturated. A completely filled cartomizer is approximately equivalent to 15 to 20 tobacco cigarettes.
The cartomizer contains a disposable atomizer inside it. cartomizers are sold individually and have a
combination of atomizer and cartridge in one piece that  connects to the battery .

Some people prefer using cartridges and some people prefer using cartomizers. It all comes down
to what you like and works best for you. Cartomizers are designed to be disposable, so they're
cheaper than carts. That doesn't mean you can only use it once, though. They can be refilled
multiple times, cleaned and reused. Some will last for a few weeks before they start tasting or
smelling burnt. When they taste or smell burnt, you toss them out. So buy online and enjoy the
benefits of using these types of cigarettes. They are certainly a healthier alternative and will cost
much lesser than normal cigarette pack on a long term basis, say monthly or annually.
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